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THE APPLICATION OF THE STATISTICAL THEORY OF EXTREME VALUES
TO GUST-LOAD PROBLEMS
By HARRY PRESS
SUMMARY
.4n analysis is presented which indicates that the statistical
theory of eztreme rakes ie applicable to the problems of pre-
dicting the frequency of encountering the larger gust loads and
gust relocitie.s for both specijic ted conditions as well a~ com-
mercial fransport operations. The extreme-ralue theory pro-
t<dea an analytic form for the distributions of maximum ralues
of gust load and relocity. iVetltod~ of jitting the distribution
are giwn along with a method of estimating the reliability of
the predictions.
The theoy of extreme calues is applied to arai[ab[e load dafa
from commercial transport operations. The results indicate
that the estimates of the frequency of encountering & largt r
[oads are more consistent with the data and more reliable than
those obtained in prerious analyses.
INTRODUCTION
In the investigation of the loads imposed on airplanes
due to gusty air, flight measurements of loads and gust
velocities have been used to obtain estimates of the expected
lopd experience under mmiousoperating conditions. For the
problem of designing airplanes for uIt@at e static faihre, the
larger gust velocities are of particular interest, as they are
likely to cause structural damage. Because the larger gust
-reIocitiesare infrequent.,measurementsavailable from limited
samples of data -wiIIgeneraIIy not extend to the larger and
critical values of gust velocity and load. Consequently, an
important problexu in these in~estigations is the development
of techniques for estimating the probabilities of encounter-
ing these larger values.
Previous anal-yaesof data obtained frorngust-load investiga-
tions have utilized the statistical approach and considered
the measurements obtained as random samples for the
conditions studied. In the analysis of recorcls obtained
from investigations with Y-G recorders (references 1, 2, and
3), the largest -dues of the significant variables have been
selected on some convenient and consistent basis. Frequency
distributions of the lmgest -dues have been represented
by fitted Pearson type III probability curves. Experience
with the use of curves of this type has inclicated, howe-rer,
that the estimates of the probabilities of exceeding the Iarger
and extrapolated values of the variables cannot be con-
sidered reliable. In some cases, there has appeared evidence
that the estimated probabilities of exceeding the krger
values were too 10W. A further diflicult-y,resuhing from the
arbitrary selection of the cum-e type, has been the inability
to derive satisfactory methocls of measuring the reliability of
extrapolated predictions.
Recent developments in the statistical theory of extreme
values (references 4 to 10} have indicated a somewhat more
rational ;pproach to the problem of preclicting the probability
of occurrence of the extreme dues. In some cases, this new
approach providea a more satisfactory solution to the
statistical problem of the determination of the form of the
distributiona of largest values. In addition, methods are
wraiIablefor obtaining measures of the reliability of predicted
values. The present. report. summarizes some of thesi’
findings, indicates the method of application, ancl evaluates
their applicability to certain gust-load problems.
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w(x)
Tr(x)
number of observation in order from smdest to
largest
number of observations from which a maximum
is selected
total number of observations of ma-simumvalues
effective gust velocit.y, feet per second
true gust velocity, feet per second
normtd-acceleration increment, g units
airspeed, miIes per hour
design level cruisiig speed, miIes per hour
airspeed at which maximum acceleration incre-
ment occurs on V-G record
random variable
mth value horn lowest of n values of x
second largest ~alue of n values of z
largest ~alue of n dues of x
probability density function of x
cumulative probability distribution of x defined
sby ‘ U,(x)dx-.
F(r) =1 – IT(x)
W*(x) probability density ftmct.ion of masimum values
of x
r“(x) cumulative probability distribution of maximum
vaIues of z
F*(Z)= 1– IT”(x)
T(x) recurrence period of x, average number of observa-
t.ionsrequired to equaI or exceed given values_ _
of x
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reduced variable Mined by y=a(z—u)
mth vaJueof n observations.of y
probability distribution of reduced variable y
cumulative probability di.stribut,ionof reduced
variable y
reduced standard error of mth of n observations
defined by equation (13)
d Z(x–?iysample estimate of a given by n—1
L%-,=- 0“75; ‘ “:“-”= -+- ------()a l—i
sm standard deviation of m t.h value of n observations
! 42 }
‘u statistical parameter of distribution of extreme
values defined by equation (5)
a statistical parameter of distribution of extreme
,.
IJ universa Mean value of random variable given by
\
lm
z w(x)dx ‘“
‘ -m
u standard cleviation of rimdom variable defined by
[s 1:=@-@’~(@dx“2
average number of hours,per V-G record
~ubscripts: ‘
LLF design limit load fqctor
max maximum value of random variable for specified
sample
A bar is used over symbols to indicate the.mean value of n
values of a random variable given by ~. A tilde z is used
above a si.utistic.alparameter to designate the true universe
value.
BASICSTATISTICALCONSIDERATIONS._.
In the application of statistical methods to gust-load
problems, the maximum values of such gust variables as
normal acceleration and effective gust velocity obt.a.inecl
under given conditions have frequently been selected for
analysis. The frequency distribution of the maximum
values obtained from successivizsa.mplcishas been utilized to
obtain estimates of the probability of encountering extreme
values. The problem of obtuining cstimates of the probability
of encountering the extreme values N-OUIC1be considerably
simplified by the a priori determination of the underlying
distribution of the maximum values of the variables. The
knowledge of the underlying distribution should also greatly
increase the accuracy and reliability of the required estimat~.
Consideration of recent, work in the thmry of exlrcmc
values has indicated that this theory would appear app]irablv
to gust-load problems if the init,ialdistribution of the vari-
ables satisfied certain requirements. The theory of extreme
values indicates that for certain initial distributions a limiting
form exists for the distributions of the maximum values. In
particular, for initial distributions of the wqxmenlid Lypc,
the limiting form of the distribution of nmximum values b~. .
been found (reference 5) to be a simph+wm]ytic funrt ion,
This case appears applicaldc to certain phases of gust sttitis-
tics and will, therefore, be discussed in some dcttiii.
Consider a random variable z having a prolmbilit,y distri-
bution w(x). The variable x is assumeci to have no uppvr
limit; that is, w(x) is greater than zero for all increasing values
of z. The cumulative probability distribution from Mow
is then given by –-
(1)Tr(x)=r ‘U?(X)(?2
-m
and indie.jtw the pro~qbility thut n nwasurcment is less thun
a given-value of x. Sinii]a.rly, the cunm1atiw3.prob~hiiily
distribution from above is defined by
F(z)= Jm‘UY(z)dx (2).T
and indicates the probubilit.y thtit a mcasurcnwn~ is greater
than the given value of X. The probability thnt a value x is
a maximum “of ATobservations may be obtuinocl from the
product probabilities am? is given by
-[f:.’ ”’’’d’r “)
W*(X)= [W(x)]’” –
A simple amdytic expression for H’*(x) is of course n~t
possible, in general, inasmuch as it depends on tho form of
the initial distribution. If N is very hinge, asymptotic SOIU- ,
tions arc possible for certain forms of tIIc initit-ddistributiwl
w(x). In particular, if w(x) is of the exponctia] form, it.IMS
been shown (reference 5) that
(4)
where u is the expmt.mlIargcst value defined by
II”(U)= 1+ (5)
and a is defined.by
w(u)
a= 1– W(u)
(6)
The signifhnce of the pmamctcr a is indicatu-i subscqmmtly.
The distribution of the maximum values of z may be
obtained from equation (4) and is given by
-a(z-u)-e-a(~-u)
w*(z) =$ M’*(x)= ae (7)
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The distribution of maximum -dues given by equation
(7] is a two-parameter family of curves with parameters u
and a. The distribution has positive skewness with a modal
value less than the mean.
In order to aimplify the foregoing results, the ~ineartrans-
formation defined b~
~=~(x–uj (8)
is utilizecl to transform equation (7j to a &npler form. From
equations (4), (7j, and (8}, the folloming equations are
obtained:
T“*(y)= l-f’”(~)=g-’-” (9)
and
~*(y)=e-U-’-v (1o)
The distributions of equations (9) and (10) are shown in
figures 1 and 2, respectively. It is noted from figure 2 that
the distribution of equation (10) has one and only one
maximum at y= Oancl,therefore, the mode of the distribution
of largest values given b-y equation (7) must be equal to u.
For a known distribution, the rate of increase of the maxim-
um value of a variable with increasing sample size is
speci6ed inasmuch as the a-rerage number of observations
required in order to equal or exceed given -ralues of the
yarnable may be determined. If a function T(r) is deflnecl
as the average number of ma.simum -w-duesrequired in order
to equal or exceed gi-rertvalues of z, analysis has indicated
?.
FIGCEII l.—CumuMire probabiffty distrl%ution function
V*(M)=f~=.S-r-’-U dy=e-e-’ (ewation9).
FIGGM 2.—ProbabiIity density function u*(u)=@-u-c ‘u (equatffu 10L
that.the vahle of z exceeded in T(x) obser~ations vrillincrease
as a linear function of log~ Z’(x). The results obtained in
reference 6, page 178, indicate that.for large values of x
log, T(z) ==C@–u) (11)
or
Iog,o T(z)= 0.4343 a(x–u) ‘ (12)
For -ralues of z such that T(x) >10, this relationship is a
su.fEciently close approximation for most purposes. This
result indicates that-for large vahws of x the average number
of samples necessary to equal or exceed given values of x
converges to-warda simple exponential function of r. From
equation (11), it is ako apparent that the derivative of x
with respect to the log. T(z) is a constant and is given by
l~a. The parameter a, thereby, specilies the rate of in,-
crease of the maximum -ralue of the variable with increasing
sample size.
RELI~BILITY OF PREDICTION
Equation (7j gives the probability clistribution function
of maximum values obtained from samples of a random
m-miable -@h a specified type of initial clistribution. -A
sample of maximum values may then be used to obtain
estimates of parameters of the population of maximum
values. It. would be expected, however, that successive
samples from the same popula.tion -idI indicate some dif-
ferences in parameter estimates due to chance, the rnagnitude
of the differences depending on the sample size. In practice,
the parameters of the population are seldom known ancl
sample estimates must be &ecl. Methods have been clevel-
oped for measuring the reliability of sample estimates by
indicating a range within which, for a given probability level,
the population due can be expected to lie. (&e, for
example, reference 11.)
A simple and rapicl methoc~of indicating the reliability of
sample estimates of the eytreme-value clistribution function
callecl “control curves” has been cleri-reciby Gumbel in ref-
erences 8 and 9. These control curves provicle a measure,
for a gitien probabiIit.y level, of the range within which the
true population value may be expected. KimbaII in ref-
erence 10 has suggested a more precise, though consickrably
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more complex, method of obtaining confidence limits for the
distribution of extreme values. In the interest of simplicity,
the present discussion will be restricted to the method given
by Gumbel.
The method of obtaining control curves derived by Gumbel
depends essentially on the detcwminationof control intervals
at discrete points tdong the distribution by the utilization
of the properties of the distribution of the mth. values.
Within the range 0.1< W*(X) <0.9; the distribution of
the mth values of a continuous variable having moderate
skew dis~ribution and possessing a mode is asymptotically
normal around the most probable mth value (reference 5)
with a standard error (a W) ~ given b~:
(aJi)m= -~/[W*(xm)][1–-W*(&)] : (l ~,....=.. ..w*(2m)
The function (~%/Z)~ is hereinafter called the “reduCed
standard error” a.nclis shown as a function of F*(xJ and y
4
in figu~e 3. A horizontal interwd mound the truc Ml
vahle given by
5?.-s.<?.<2.+s,. (14}
where JYrrsis defined by
sm=(uT~? (15}
al n
gives a probtibility of about 0.68 that. the nth value in a
sample of n observed mtixirnurnvalues will lic in the mcloscd
interval. Similarly, the interval ?,.+ 2S~ hwsn probability
of about 0.95 of enclosing the mth VOIUCfrom a snmplc of ti
observed maximum values,
In orcler to obtain a control interval at the inrger Yducs, n
fundamental property of W distribution of maximum vnlucs
may bc ut.il~zec~ ~he most probable kwgcst vnluc of
maximum values has been shown (reference 4) lU have
distribution of the same form as t.ho distribution of tho
maximum values with the origin shifted to [ho right by
F“(m,
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FIGURE3.-Reduced strmrlard error for rnth values.
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distance equal to the Iogcn.and with the standard deviation
unchanged. Consideration of the probability distributions
af extreme values indicates that an interval around the most.
probable largest due having a probability of abou~ 0.68
is given by
?=—s.<2=<2.+s= (16)
where
sn==4 (17)
a
.Similarly, for a probability level of 0.952 the centrol intem-al
2.97
around the most probabIe largest value is given by ?=+ ~“
Siice the control interval around the most probable largest
~alue does not. depend upon the number of observations n,
Gumbel ~as suggested that a control interval of equal width
may be extended along the extrapolated portion of the curve.
In order to fll the gap in the control intervals for those
vtdues not. near the median nor the extreme value, the fol-
lowing equation was obtained by Gumbel in reference 9,
page 11, for the control interval around the most probable
penultimate vaIue:
?n-l—sn.l<za_l<zn.1+8._l. (18)
where S,_ 1is an approximation given by
The control curves defined b-y equations (18) and (19) have
a probability level of 0.68. For a probability level of 0.95,
the numerator of equation (19) becomes 1.73 instead of the
value of 0.754.
Inasmuch as the foregoing method aI1owsthe determina-
tion of control intervals around the sample distribution at
cliscretepoints along the distribution, fairing a smooth cur~e
through the points is necessary to obtain a continuous
control curve.
C1osely related to the control intervals is the problem of
the sigficance of observed ditlerences between the distribu-
tions of samples of data. In the analysis of gust-load data,
it is frequently required to determine -whetherthe dtierences
in probabilities of occurrence of extreme or critical values
between two samples are significant. The following pro-
cedure based on the control curves presented herein is sug-
gested as a test of significant.clifferences:
(.11 Obtain the control intervals with a probability of 0.95
for the two samples at,the value of z at which the comparison
is to be made.
(2) If each of the control intervals does not enclose the
probabiIit.y vake obtained from the other sample, the ob-
served difl’erences may be considered sigdicant.
(3) U either or both control intervals do enclose the value
obtained from the other sample, the d~erences cannot be con-
sidered real and may be attributed to sampling fluctuations.
Although the foregoing test for signiiicsnt differences _
cannot be considered rigorous, it -wouId appear to be a
reasonable test designed in accordance with the levels of
significance commonly used in statistical tests.
DETEEMINATIOX OF PARAMETERS
The preceding analysis has presented a basic distribution
for fitting distributions of maximum va.hwsprovided that.the..
initial distribution is of the simple exponential type. The
process of fitting the distribution of extreme values to
observed frequency distributions requires the estimation of
the parameters u and a from the sample data. Several
methods are avaflable for the determination of the parameters.
The accuracy -with which the parameters can be estimated
depends upon the number and accuracy of observations
available. In practice, a minimum of about .twenty-five
observations has been found generalIy to be required.
For large sampks of data, n>75, the relations obtained
for the parameters from the method of moments have
yielded satisfactory resuhs. The method of moments gives
the fol.lo-wingasymptotic relations for the required param-
eters (reference 5):
1 J&r
..—
a T
(21)
where c is Euler’s number and equals 0.5772 and P and a
are the mean and standard deviation, respectively, of the...
universe distribution .of mz-cximurovalues. If equations (20)
and (21] are assumed to be true when the parameter values
are replaced by their respective sample estimates where L
is estimated by z and u is estimated by s, the foIlowing
equations are obtained:
For samples of data, estimates of the vahles of u and a may
be determined from equations (22) and (23). The values
of the paramete~ obtained for u and a are then utilized with
the transformation equation (8). For given mdues of-.x,
equation (8) gives “equi~alent dues” of y Ivalues of y
having the same probability of being exceeded as the given
value of x). The probabilities that a value of y and the
associated ~~ue of z WU be exceeded mq- then be obtainecl
simply from table I.
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For smaller samples, more precise methods. of estimating
the parameters are generally required in order to obtain
satisfactory representation of the observed cumulative
frequency distribution. One such method involvci_. the
utiliza~ion of the transformation equation (8). Observed
values of z ma-y be transformed to values of y by equating
the observed points of the cumulative frequency distribution
with the distribution of F* (y). The principle of least squares
may then be applied to arrive at estimates of the required
paramete& in equation (8). The two normal equations
that are obtained from the principle of least squares are
xx Zy
—=u+—
n na
(24)
(25)
ancl may be solvod sinmltaneously. Gurnbel (reference 9)
has suggested a simplification of the calculation by obtaining
from equations (24) and (25) the following equations, in
terms of the sample estimates:
YE=U+G (26)
I (Q” “
_.= _
d (8,)’
(27)
For very large samples, T approaches-0.5772, Euler’s number,
and (sJ 2 approaches ‘-u2/6; these values are the same as
those obtained. from the method of moments.
In the analysis of small samples, the procedure to be fol-
lowed in determining equivalent vwlues of y for each of the
observed values of z requires the enumeration of the observa-
tions in order of size from smallest t.o largest. For given
n—m+l
vtilues of z, the ratio of n gives the proportion of
observations equal to or greater than.the given value. This
ratio, sometimes called the recurrence ratio, gives a measure
of the probability F*(z) that the gi~en value of z will be
equaled or exceeded. Table I may be used.simply for the
conversion of observed recurrence ratios as observed esti-
mates of F*(Y). One observation is lost by this procedure
because the recurrence ratio for t.he-srnallestobservation is
equal to 1 and an equivaIent_value of y cannot be determined.
The 10SSof the smallest value is of little consequence
because the principal interest lies -with the other end of the
distribution.
The values of the parp~neters obtained by the use of
equations (26) and (27) can then be used with the trans-
formation equation (8) to obtain the probability distribution
in the same manner as previously indicated for the case of
large samples,
In order to illustrate the application of the foregoing
methods to gust-load datti, two exmnphx are sclectccl find
the methods of calculation inclicat.edfor the case of both LI1O
large and small samples.
Example l.—Gust-ve1ocity mcasuremcmts were avnilablo
for 485 traverses of thunderstorms from the J946 opcmt ions
of the t“. S. VVeatherBureau Thunclrrstorm Project, The
frequency distribution of the maximum values of gust vt~ioc-
it.yper traverso is shown in table 11. The rc’lationsobtainml
from the methocl of moments, equations (22) find (23), m
used to determine the values of the parmnetrrs u and a M
indicated in the tuble. By utilizing the values of the pmun-
eters, the transformation equation given by
~78–12.8370
Y= 4.8263
is obtained. For given values of f.-re,transformed & cquivm
lent values of y are obtained. Table 11 also indicates tho
equivalent values of y for given values of [7, from 2 to 48
feet per second. The associated probabilities of cxcccding
the ind~cated values of ZTe,obhincxi from table 1, arr also
shown, Figure 4 illustrates the fitted extrwnc-valur prolm-
bilit.y distribution along with the curnulativc-chtta points.
Control intervals for 68-percent imd 95-percent prolmhility
levels were determined by means of tbe rcda[ions givcu by
equatiims (13) to (19) and the results obtuim’d me shown in
table III. The control intervaIs were then used to obtain
the faired control curves shown in figure 4.
Example 2,—Records obtairlcd during recent operations
of a modern transport airplane were sclrctcd for the second
example. Twcnt y-six V-G records, each r~prcscnting roughly
250 hours of flight operation, were available for u pfirlicuhw
airline operator and route. Thu twmty-si.. maximum
accelerations obtained from the records arr givrn in tublc
IV. The necessary operations in the mwluafion of tlw
parameters u and a arc also indicated in tlw table. The
.vaIues of the parameters obl.uincd give the following rchl-
tion for the transformation equation:
=An–0.8674
?/_ 0.2874
The transformation equation and ttiblc I wrre thcu used 10
obtain the probabilityics of excccdiqg given vtducs of Anj
and the rtxndtsobtained me shown in the table. The prohn-
bilities. of exceeding given vahes of An nlong wilh thc
cumulative data points are shown in figure 5.
The relations for the control intervals given by wpmtions
(13) to (19) were used to obtain the W-percent and 95-pmcen~
control. intervtds for several values of E* (An) find the
results obtained are shown in table V. The coni iuuous
control curves obtained by fairing m-c shown itl figure 5.
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APPLICATION AND RESULTS
The fundamental variables generally considered in gust.-
load investigations include: the effective gust velocity U.,
the normal-acceleration increment An, the true gust. velocity
U,, and airspeed T“. In order to determine -whether the
distribution of extreme dues is applicable to distributions
of maximum -dues, consideration of the initial distributions
of the vmiables is required. The available data on the
distribution of the aforementioned -mriab]es have con-
sequently been examined.
Distributions of effective gust velocity obtained under a
variety of operating conditions h’a-rebeen reported inreference
12. At- the present time, however, the only extensive dis-
tributions of gust ~ariables have been obtained in cloud
flight. from the operations of the t~. S. ‘Weather Bureau
Thunderstorm Project (reference 13) and the ~M2_A air-
plane investigations of reference 14. The relative frequency
distributions of U,, An, and ZT,obtained from these in-
vestigations are presented in figures 6, 7, and 8, respectively.
Extreme-~alue clistributions were fitted to distributions of
maximum values of An available from V-G records, in order
to compare the resuIts obtained by the use of the extreme-
value theory with those obt.ainecl in previous anaIysis of
V-G data. Thirteen sets of records mere available for
analysis although six of these had onIy 11 to 19 records each.
The remaining se~en sets had more than 25 records -with
(a) ~~~ T~mdemtom prOjeet data. Tot81 number of observations. 27,4~.
FIGUREG.—Distribution of effeetke gmt veIocity L’..
----.
one exception, for -which only 24 records were available.
One of these sewn sets was discarcled because during one
flight a hurricane vras encountered which resuIted in an
unusuaIIy large acceleration. This unusual occurrence
appears to preclude a simple statistical treatment of the
data for this set-.
Extreme-value distributions were fitted to the six sets of
acceleration increments in accordance with the methods
previously outlined. The average miIes of flight required to
exceed given wdues of acceleration increment weredetermined -‘-
by using the relation
0.81\
Mileage= ~ r
where P is the probability that a given maximum value for a
record will exceed the given -due, ~ is the average flight
hours per record, and the airplane is assumed to fIy at a~
aTeragespeed Of 0.8~“L.
As a basis of evaluation of the resuhs obtained, the total
miIes of flight represented by each set of data are compared
with the estimated number of miIes (obtained from the
probability curves) required to exceed the largest. value of .
acceleration increment. actually measured in each set.
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IWL-RE 7.– Contfuued.
Figure 9 (a) presents the results obtained for the six sets of
V-G data. TJe straight line shown in the figure indicwtcs
equality between predicted and actual milragc. For pur-
poses of comparison, a sirnilar plot is shown i~lfigure 9 (b)
for the same sfimplw of datu but wiLhthe predicted milrago
values obtained by mwms of fitting Pearson type ~1i pro! J-
abilitrycurves to the distributions of maximum arrclwwlion
increments.
Figure 10 presents a comparison of the average life to
limit load factor as o~taincd by using extrmne-value tmd
Pearson typo HI distributions for the six sets of data,
Inasmuch as the estimates arc generally extr~polations, a
measure of the degree of mtrapolation, tlw ratio of the
mmimum acceleration increment to the limit accelwwtion
increment, is also given for each stmlple in the figure.
In addition to the application of the extrenm-wduo distri-
bution to distributions of maximum values of An from V=-G
records, some efforts have been made to apply this distribu-
tion to the observed clistributions of maximum values of
U~ md Vrnax obtained from f7–G records. Although tho
results dt.ained appear indicative, they CIOno~ appear to
wa.rrantpresentation in detail at tl]is time.
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DISCUSSION
The foregoing results have indicated that the distribution
of utreme values given by equation (7) is the limiting form for
distributions of masimum values -wherethe masinmm values
are selected from large sampIesfrom a.ninitial distribution of
the exponential type. Methods ha-rebeen presented for the
fitting of a-xtreme-valuedistributions. The methods require
the estimation of onIy the first two moments “of the distribu-
tion nnclmaybe applied simply and rapidIy. Methods have
also been presented which allow the estimation of the relia-
Nornml-uccekrutim hcremen~ An, g tx7itS
Cc) Data from XC-35 airplane inwstiaations during 1PMand 1942. Total number of
obwvat ions, 4,1345.
FOWEE 7.—Cor.rcIuded.
bilit.y of the predicted probabilities of exceeding the extreme
values. It. would appear, therefore, that, if applicable, the
use of distribution of extreme -ralues for rmalysis of gust
loads would offer sig.niticantadvantages.
In order to determine whether the clistribution of estreme
-dues is applicable to gust-load variables, the available
distributions have been examined. Distributions of LT.
are available for a wide variety of test. conditions covering
turbulence -within clear air, stratus clouds, cumuIus clouds,
thunderstorm clouds, and areas of radar echo. The avail-
able data, although admittedIy limited, nevertheless indicate
that for each of the test conditions the distribution of effectire
gust.velocity appears of the exponential type with variations
in average spt-icing between gusts and -variations in the
standard deviations for the different distributions. Con;
sideration of the most extensive clistributions of ~1,shown in
figure 6 indicates that the exponential distributions shown-
by the fitted straight line are good representations of. the
data. Therefore, the distribution of mtrerne values would
appear to apply to the effective gust velocity for given test
conditions.
The a-railable distributions of An have been obtained,
Iargely, under test fight conditions in which the airspeeds
have been kept constant or at least restricted. The linear
reIation between Cr.and An in the sharp-edge gust relation
vioulcl, consequently-, be expected to yield the same form for
the distribution of ZT. and An. The distributions of An
shown in figure 7 substantiate the expectation that the
form of the distributions of An is the same as the distribu-
tions of i5T.of figure 6. It may be concluded that for test
flights at.constant.speed at least the distribution of An would
remain in the a-xponential form ancl the distribution of ex-
treme values WOUICIbe applicable.
The available evidence as indicated by figure S appears to
indicate that the distribution of Zlt also fo~o-rm ? simple
exponential clistribution. The distribution of extreme valu~
may, therefore, also be applied to distributions of maximum
-ralues of ~~t.
/0
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(a) 194GThunderstorm project data. Total mrmber of (b) 1947Thunderstorm Projeet data. ToW number of (c) Dat& from X%5 airpkrre instigations durfrrgM
observntkxrs, 6,715. observations, 1$16. and 1S42. Total numb+r of obssrvatfons, 1,’219.
FItwrm 8.—Dfstrl%utfon of truegust relor+ty UC.
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The question of the applicability of the extreme-value
clistribution to the maximum values of ~e obt ainecl from
V-G records from cornmerckd operations arises since these
records generally cover a wide variety of operating and
weather conditions. Although the available data, in some
cases, appear to indicate that the distributions of lTeare of
the exponentkd form, they do not extend to sufEciently high
values to be conclusive. .l-railableinformat.iononcommercisl-
transport gust experience and on the frequency distribu-
tions of Z~.for various weather conditions indicates that- the
larger values encountered in commercial operations result
htrgely from ~~ht through thunderstorms and convective
cloucls. On the basis, then, that the distribution of gusts in
convective C1OUCISis exponential, it. seems reasonable to
expect that the distribution of ZTCin commercial operations
shotdd have an exponential distribution at least for the larger
dues of gus~ velocity. Application of the distribution of
extreme vahws would seem reasonable, therefore to the dis-
tribution of maximum values of u. obtained from V-G
records.
In connection with the possible application of the distribu-
tion of extreme values to maximum values of acceleration
increment. obtained from V-G records of commercial trans-
port operations, the question of the airspeed operating prac-
tice may be of some importance. Apparently, a systematic
-rariation of airspeed as a function of gustiness could con-
ceivably camsean appreciable departure from the exponential
form in the distribution of An even at the Iarger vahws.
Little evidence is avaiIable, however, to indicate that such
a systematic -rariation e.sists in practice. On the assumpt-
ion, then, that operating speeds in areas of moderate to
severe turbulence are largely confined to a narrow speed
range for a given airplane or are independent of the intensity
of the turbulence, the application of the distribution to the
maximum values of acceleration increment is reamnable.
Consideration has a.ko been given to the applicability of
the extreme-vaIue distribution to nmximnm values of air-
speed obtained from V-G records. Little information is
avaiIable, however, concerning the speed-time distribution
of airspeed. Several attempts were made, consequently, to
fit obser~ed distributions by using the distribution of ex-
treme values. The results have indicated that the observed
distributions of ~“~ti are frequently skewed negatively as
compared with the positive skew of the distribution of
extreme vahies. .4s a result, the agreement between the
observed data and the distribution of extreme values -was
poor. The limiked information a-sai.Iableon the speed-time
distribution of airspeed has further indicated that the dis-
tribution of airspeeds folIows no simple exponential form
and depends largely on operational practice. The distribu-
tion function of equation (7j would, therefore, appear not.
to be applicable to distributiona of maximum values of
airspeed.
Another variable frequently studied in gust-load iu-restiga-
tions is the airspeed at which the maximum acce~erationon a
V–G record is encountered. By deflnit.ion, this variable
does not represent maximum values of airspeed and, as a
result, no initial distribution that is clirectly related to this
variable is apparent. Available distributions of 1“0 have
been examined, howe~er, and the results indicated that the
distribution of extreme values of equation (7) is not appli-
cable to distributions of these data.
It has been indicated that the clistribution of extreme
-ralues of equation (7) is a rational distribution form for
purposes of fitting distributions of rna.ximum ~elues of An,. “
tT6,and Zr, when the ma.simums are select~d from a large
number of obser~ations. The need remains for indicating _
that the application of this distribution yields accurate
predictions. The verification of statistical techniques of
this type requires huge masses of data. Suf17icie~lt.data are .
not available to enable a complete answer to this question.
AvaiIable data may be used, however, to compare the
estimates obtained with those obtained by the methods --
commonIy used in the analysis of V-G records.
The comparison shown in figure 9 (a) between the estimated
miles to exceed the highest. observed value of An based on -_
extreme-value methods and the actual miles flowy indicates
that the agreawnt is dremely good. In only o~e case is -..
any appreciable difference noted and in this case the actual
miIeage is about twice the estimated mileage. The same _.==
comparison betrieen the estimated mike to equal or exceed
the maximum values obtained by Pearson type III curves
and the actual roles flown is shown in figure 9 (b). The figure
indicates appreciably more scatter tith the predicted miIes
always greater than the actual miIeswith the ratio of the pre-
dicted to actual miles in two casesabout 3 to 1. This tendency
toward overestimation of miles to exceed given acceleration- .. .
increment values is unconservati-re and may be misleading. .
On this basis, the extreme-value distribution apparently
yields more reliable estimates of the frequency of encounter-
ing the larger values.
Since the miles required to exceed limit load factor is of
particular concern, the comparison shown in figure 10 of the
estimates to exceed knit, load by the extreme-value and
Pearson type 111 curves becomes of interest. Consideration
of figure 10 indicates that the Pearson curves in e-rery case
yield larger mileage estimates.. The differences between the
estimates at Limitload factor ~ary appreciably as indicated
by the ratio of the miIeages which vary from about- 1.3 to . .. ..
60. Consideration of the ratios of the maximum values of
An obserred to Emit. load factor for each set of data in-
dicates that the magnitude of the differences between the
results of the two methods increases with the degree of extra-
polation required to reach limit load factor.
In summary, then, the foregoing comparisons have in-
dicated that, as compared vr.ithprevious methods of analysis, -
extreme-value methods yield results more consistent with
the data at the largest.values. The ditlerences between the
estimates are considerably amplfied -ivhencomparisons are
made at extrapolated portions of the clistributions. In view
of this evidence and the rational foundation for the ~~treme-
value distribution presented pretiousl-y, the use of this
distribution wouId generaLly be e-spected to pro~ide m_ore
reliable estimates.
-.
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In the practical application of extreme-value methods to
the tmalysis of V-.G records, it should be noted that the
extreme-value distribution of the maximum values of An may
be used, in conjunction with the methods of reference 1, to
predict the velocity-acceleration or V-NTenvelope for a.given
airplane. It has also been suggested that the determination
of the V-NT envelope shouk? be .madc by analysis of’ the
accelerations by speed bracket. In this connection, the use
of extreme-value methods would also seem proper provided
that for each record a large number of accelerations are ex-
perienced within each of the speed brackets chosen.
Another problem.encountered, in practice, is that estimates
of the frequency distribution are frequently required for
very limited samples, sometimes as few as ten records. In
order to increase the sample size, the practice has. been to
use both the maximum positive and maximum negative
acceleration increments from each record; the sample size is
thereby doubled. Although this practice departs sornewhmt
from the extreme-value theory, an analysis of available data
indicated that the use of two maximums per record for the
larger samples had ordy a minor effect on the estimates
obtained. The use of two maximums per record would
appear, therefore, to offer a us~ful basis for increasing sample
size, particularly for very limited samples.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
An analysis of gust-load data by the use of the statistical
theory of extreme values has indicated the folloyingresulte:
1. The theory of. extreme.values gives a rat,ionrilform for
the distribution of maximum values that appears applicable
to distributions of maximum values. of the efikctive gust
vdocity, true gust velocity, and normal-accclera.tion incre-
ment obtained from test flights or commercial transport
operations.
2. Simple methods are available for fitting the distribution
of extreme values to samples of data and for obtaining con-
trol curves that provide a measure of the reliability of the
estinmt,esof encountering the larger values. A simple and
reasonable, but nonrigorous, method of determining whether
differences between two estimates may be considered sig-
nificant is also presented,
3. The application of the distribution of maximum values
to availablc V-G da,t.ayiekls estimates of the frequency of
encountering the larger acceleration increments that are
consistent with the available data and appear to be more
reliable than; the estimates obtained in previous analyses.
4. IIJohvithstanding the fuet thtit the methods dcseribcd
in the present report appmr to be applicable, the possibility
must always be kept in mind that, ixwause of limita(km of
the method, available records, or both, a wiluc mny occur
that far exceeds the limits of the tbcorcticsl predictions.
LANGLtiY AERONAUTICAL ~ABORATORS,
NTATIONAL ADVISORY C’O.MWTTEE roItAERONAUTICS)
LAMLET FIELD, VA., July W, 1949.
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TABLE II .
SUMMARY OF CALCULATIONS, 1946 U. S. WEATHER
BUREAU THUNDERSTORM PROJECT DATA .
TABLE IV
SUMMARY OF CALCULATIONS, V-G DATA
[Example 1]
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r.*Ql) Derivation of transformation equation:
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.
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Dcrivatlon of trarrskmnat Ion cqrmtlmr:
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TABLE HI r
CAKXJLA.TIONS FOR THE DETERM1 NATION OF
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Control lrmmvat
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[Example,: ‘-4.6263]a
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